
Newsletter Index: a valuable resource 

F all City Neighbors is indeed a community treasure...now in 
its 18th year.  And we can now access past issues easily, 

thanks to the availability of a Newsletter Index, created in (what 
else?) Microsoft Access. The index is currently up to date 
through the end of 2013, and Laurie Needham is adding data from 2014. 
Pdf files for all the issues and the index are available through the Fall City Historical Society.  

A look through the index reminds us that our most prolific writers—Noma Edwards (Garden Corner), Alan 
Bauer (Natural Neighbors), and Sharon Brown (Interviews and Business write-ups) - have contributed 
faithfully over the years, and we come to expect and enjoy their features each month.  Sharon’s in-depth 
interviews are a delight, and bring important family information together for the Historical Society.  We 
look back at them often.  More writers would be appreciated!  Contact the editors if you’d like to write. 

Thanks again to the businesses who support the NL with their ads and to all the folks in town who send in 
their contributions.  The newsletter is truly a community success story!  
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Thanks again to NL editors 
over the years,  

as saluted in the  
2013 Fall City Calendar. 



A sunbonnet, oh my! 

O ur first bonnet, generously donated by Leanne Adcox, and 
made by her grandmother Clara Burns Stow as part of her 

costume for the 1972 Fall City Centennial.  This is a “serious” 
sunbonnet design, with a deep shade in front, a puffy cap, and an 
added piece to protect the back of the 
neck.  There are two sets of ties, one at-
tached under the edge of the shade and 
the other at the junction of shade and cap.  
Not sure how they would be used!  The 
small 1972 photo of Sylva Hanson shows 
her wearing a similar sunbonnet.    

We don’t have storage space for large numbers of clothing items, but we’d love a cou-
ple of nice Centennial costumes, if you have them stored away and would share them.    
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SMALL LOCAL DISPLAY SPACE POSSIBLE 
Thanks to local supporter and volunteer Eric Hollis, we have the opportunity to experiment with a small dis-
play space viewable through the window to the left of his office entry at 33511 SE Redmond-Fall City Road, 
in the block west of the Farmhouse Market.  We are excited about experimenting with this space...always 
looking for local opportunities to display.  Walk by and check it out!  Let us know what you think. 

SEEKING VOLUNTEERS  
Like to organize?  Good with numbers?  Office experience?   

Comfortable with computer?  Good at following procedures?   

We’d like to find a couple of consistent volunteers who could train in to 
help with both office tasks and collections work.  It need not involve a lot of 
hours, but consistency is important so that tasks can be mastered.   Liking 
history is a plus!   Please contact us at fallcityhistorical@juno.com. 

        We are blessed with two wonderful ongoing volunteers, our treasurer Teresa Appleseth and our Mem-
bership Coordinator, Bev Bethards.  We would really love to have other dependable helpers. 

In the spirit of “12th Man”, consider joining our “Gang of 12”! 


